
REAL MYSTERIES!
“This letter reveals some real mysteries. People have always wondered about these astonishing coming events! Startling and

true facts, but they are not confused when put in the proper perspective order!” – Rev. 21:1, “And I saw a new heaven and
new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and there was no more sea.” – “This verse starts a
change of events, not only forward, but what occurred backwards in time! We will clear up confusion there by giving the elect
more faith to believe stronger. We are at the end of the Bible so let’s go back to the front of the Bible and return back to here
later!” – “Notice where it says no more sea!” – “Was this also the case in the original creation at the fall of Lucifer, Gen. 1:1-3,
before the flood, and also earlier before pre-historic times? – The Lord covered the earth with the great Ice Age, which receded
at His command bringing forth a new Paradise!” Verse 3, “reveals the water after the Ice Age was already here! Then verse 2
and 3 reveals God begins to bring order out of chaos! This was after the overthrow of satan and the pre-historic ages! Verse 2
reveals  the  mystery!  Man  has  been  here  for about 6,000 years, but the earth was here long before that according to the
Scriptures!” (For more information read Genesis, Part 1 book.) – Verses 6 and 7, “reveal a strange thing. It says divide the
water from the waters!  Verse  7,  in  other words, divide the water from above the heavens from the waters that were
below the heavens!”  Verse  9,  “reveals the smaller seas left probably after the Ice Age. Now verse 7 reveals there was a
water ring, a canopy around the earth originally! It made a Paradise climate to keep the earth moisture at night, and when the
sun shone the moisture came out to water the earth during the day. Gen. 2:6 compare with Gen. 1:7.” – “The circle of water
around the earth kept back the harsh sun rays that dry the earth too much in places today! The earth was at a perfect
temperature where vegetation, trees, fruits flourished greatly! There were no low or high pressures, therefore we had no
storms, tornadoes, etc., or rain then!” (Gen. 2:5)

“At one time during the earth’s earlier times there were enormous dinosaurs and land animals and large vegetation! And even
after  the  pre-ages  Adam  and  other  men  lived  to  be  8  and 9 hundred years old under this climate and food, and God’s
command!” – “When the climate changes again in the Millennium men will also live to be much older!” (Isa. 65:20) – “And
now we get involved with the great flood which changes things mightily!” Gen. 7:19-20, “In some places the seas rose about 3
miles high, but not so in other places! So after the Ice Age we see the flood is what caused the expansion of the seas! But this
was no ordinary rain, it was a deluge!” – In Gen. 7:11 “reveals the water ring around the earth fell to help flood and form the
seas! You say how? This verse says the fountains of the deep were broken up and the windows of heaven were opened! It
seems these windows were mentioned in Gen. 1:7. – (Read Ps. 42:7) After this the earth’s temperature changes! Cold, dry
and too hot in places, also men did not have longevity afterwards as they did before the flood! Also, today we have severe
weather, cyclones, tornadoes, etc.!”

“But will the Lord change the weather back to its original type before the Eden sin and the flood? Yes! Another Paradise is
coming! Now let’s get this in perspective order!” – “After Armageddon and during the thousand-year Millennium (Rev. 20:4-5
– Zech. 14:16 – Isa. 65:20-25) the heavens and the weather will change greatly to a new climate! But after the thousand years
and the judgment throne will come an even more incredible change!” (Rev. 20:11-15) – “Now let’s return to Rev. 21:1,
“wherein John saw a new heaven and earth, and THERE WAS NO MORE SEA!” – “Did you know that ¾ of the earth
is  covered  by  water  that people have never seen? Canyons and mountains larger than we have ever imagined and
beautiful Paradises are hidden there. People will be able to farm the fertile soil and live where the seas are now, so the
Lord will have plenty of room to put those from the past ages that will inherit the earth! These groups are separate from
the bride!” (Rev. 21:24-26)

“Now how does the Lord get rid of the seas? Isa. 11:15 – Isa. 51:10 – Nah. 1:3-4 – may give a clue! It says He uses mighty
winds.” – “Great whirlwinds thousands of miles wide could actually siphon up the seas to its original place in the heavens –
therefore bringing a climate back like the original climate! (Gen. 1:7) The salt evidently separated or evaporated out of it!” –
“Let me say, this is just an opinion! Whatever the Lord does with the sea is His business!” Because Rev. 21:1 “it says there will
be  ‘no  more  sea!’  You  can  count  on it!” – “Then in verse 2, after this we see the Holy City come down out of heaven,
extended above the earth as a beautiful jewel watching over the Lord’s creation! The Bride will be in it with the Lamb,
ready to do his every command and bidding!” – “And who are these people on the earth in verses 24-26? We will just have
to wait and see! It gets into a deep subject! Probably some of them are from the different groups that the Bible explains in
Revelation and probably some of them came out of the Millennium. And Paul spoke about others who will be judged by their
conscience  (predestinated)  who  never  had  a chance to hear the gospel before Jesus came, like the heathen and tribes in the
utmost parts of the earth in earlier ages! (Rom. 2:14-16) With no more sea there will be plenty of room.” Concerning all the
above remember it says in I Cor. 2:9-10, “Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart the things
which God hath prepared for us! Amen. I don’t give this whole letter as a doctrine, but it does reveal some deep revelations
which are very accurate!”

In the majesty and love of the Lord Jesus,
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